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Harold Baumstead to Governor Ross Barnett, 29 September 1962

Harold Baumstead
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NSA108 DA515 1962 SEP 29 PM 11 53

D BHA143 PD=TDBH PORT NECHES TEX 29 1031P CST

GOVERNOR ROSS BARNETT=

CARE OLE MISS UNIVERSITY OXFORD MISS

STAND FAST ALL TRUE TEXANS ARE BEHIND YOU WISH WE WERE AS STRONG AS YOU=

HAROLD BAUMSTEAD.

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE.
SVC

TDBH PORT NECHES TEX

29 D BHA143 GOV BARNETT SGD HAROLD BAUMSTEAD NOT HERE IN JACKSON MISS SHALL WE FWD

OXFORD MISS 30

WR--1205P CST
CLASS OF SERVICE

This is a fast message unless its deferred character is indicated by the proper symbol.

TELEGRAM

W. P. MARSHALL, PRESIDENT

The filing time shown in the date line on domestic telegrams is LOCAL TIME at point of origin. Time of receipt is LOCAL TIME at point of destination.

D BHA054 SVC=OXFORD MISS

=OUR D BHA143 29 1031A GOVERNOR ROSS BARNETT SGD

BAUMSTEAD FWD JACKSON MISS CK US CHGS=

BEAUMONT TEX 30

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE

$1.30